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STATE ATTO.i-EYS G•ENRAL

Coimen-ts FiFrom the Ohe L~egal] Oflat-s of the~ FOIROWIng f~tqAee,_

C~~ticut,~~~ Delwar 'ios~nuc~.N York. V~

November 15, 2007

Dale E. Klein, Chairrnan
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MID 20852-273g

Dear Commissioner Klein:

We write to express our serious concerns about the refusal of the Nuclear Regulatory'-
Commission ("NRC") to amend its relicensing regulations to consider siting and kFtyi
requirements when deciding whether to renew the operating license of a nuclwar: powetpIant
beyond its initial forty year term. These siting and safety criteria have significantly.chaged
since minany nuclear power plants were first licensed in the 1960s and 1970s, As you are aware,
under current regulations, the NRC license renewal procedures address age-related structural
degradation of fixed, non-moving components, like the reactor core, containment yVstemns. pipes,
and electrical cables, but do not specifically include factors relevant to the avoidance of
catastrophe, such as:

- Location of the plant and population density;
- Security and susceptibility to a terrorist artack;
o Adequacy of emergency warning and evacuation plans; and
- Geographic and seismic issues.

The tragedy that befell our nation on September 11, 2001 demonstrated the 'itter folly ofignoring
the impact of national security issues on nuclear plant safety. The release of radioactive !naterial
into the air and water after the recent earthquake in Japan - forcing the emergency shutdown of
the world's largest nuclear plant - demonstrates the vulnerability of nuclear plants to naturad
forces. These facts and the latest National Intelligence Estimate's finding that termroist capability
has recovered underscore the importance of ou request that NRC expand its criteria for
relicensing to exa miine all matters involving nuclear plant safety and risk.

The NRC's failuve to amend its relicensing regulations is inconsistent with the NRC's own motto
of "Protecting People and the Environment." By forgoing a vital opportunity to evaltue the
entirety of threst to public health and safety in a single, ,unifLed public relicensiag pTroc ding,
NRC remains blind to its inandate from Congress to protect the public from the dange-a itilfieren
int nuclear power generation We encourage the NRC to change course.

Respectftilly,



4t-,

Andrew 1M. Cuorno
Attorney General New York

Joseph R. Biden, III
Attorney General Dclaware

Oregory D. Stumbo
Attorney General Kentucky

Pchard B-lumenihe]
Attorney General Connecticut

Lisa Madigan
Attorney General Illinois

William H. Sorrell
Attorney General Vermont

,c: Commissioner Peter B. Lyons
Commissioner Gregory B. Jaczko


